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One way to resist racism and stereotyping is to give people an alternative viewpoint. DOING WORK is a presentation 
of two bodies of paintings and drawings that were created to help shift public perception of working class immigrants 
and the role of stay-at-home fathers. 

First, a series of detailed mixed-media drawings on painted concrete fragments and other construction site objects 
reflect sentiments of the working class, immigrants and current events. Individuals are often underpaid, under 
privileged and over worked because of their immigration status or ethnicity. This is my way of paying respect to those 
who build and otherwise improve our cities. 

The second series consists of drawing-painting combinations that share my experiences being an artist and full-time 
dad to two daughters. Fathers are far too often portrayed as clueless parents and nurturers. I want to show what being 
a dad is like for me. I take the time to make sure our daughters are raised and mentored in a way that builds their 
character and confidence. 

Now that I am a parent, my artwork gives me a better understanding of my parents. My mom, who passed away in 
2015, was a stay-at-home-mother and babysitter for most of her life. My dad, who is 62, still works construction 40-48 
hours a week and puts in overtime at various weekend jobs so he can send money to family back in Mexico. Some 
people learn about culture, traditions, or languages from their parents. I mostly learned about work. 

A third component of this project includes dance performances that embody both the narrative and emotional 
expression that I cannot capture within the drawings and paintings. The dances blend ideas of abstract expressionism 
with pop culture, electronic dance music and werkin' it. 

Artist Statement
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by Alana J. Coates

Homage to the Worker

6

Using a modern-day interpretation of genre painting, a style of painting that captures everyday situations of ordinary 
people, Raul Gonzalez explores the subject of labor through the lens of his nuclear family. This series primarily 
examines his occupation as a full-time artist and stay-at-home dad in contrast to his father’s profession as a 
construction worker.    

Another Rooftop Job (back and front view), acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, graphite, concrete, 13” x 16” x 2”, 2017
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Gonzalez is the primary caretaker of two little girls and these works provide the viewer with an intimate look into his 
private life, where a toddler and infant are at the center of his days. The paintings of the artist with his children are as 
tender as the mother and child paintings so famously captured by the American-born Impressionist painter, Mary 
Cassatt. After all, Gonzalez is painting the domestic world that he knows best, just as Cassatt did; however, instead of 
Cassatt’s scenes featuring upper-class families at leisure, Gonzalez captures the working-class family dynamic. His 
little girls are shown learning how to use hammers and drills rather than boat rides and casual moments in the park.

Work Day, acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, graphite, concrete, 11” x 9.5” x 2”, 2017
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The artworks in this series are centered on labor, even many of the domestic scenes feature laborious chores, and this 
essay will focus on the construction-themed pieces. The images of the workers are produced from photographs of 
laborers Gonzalez does not know. He photographs them from afar with a zoom lens and then transfers the scenes into 
his paintings. As an onlooker and observer, he captures a world little known to himself first-hand; he sympathizes with 
their struggles and assiduous efforts. As a parent himself now, he attempts to know his own father better through his art
practice. His father still works construction to this day and is now in his sixties.

Power Drill Lesson With My Daughter June (front and back view) 

acrylic, house paint, colored pencil, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

9” x 12” x 2” 

2017 



The images of the workers are not personal portraits. Gonzalez does not even speak to the men prior to photographing 
them. In the past he attempted to engage with some workers but it seemed to make the men feel uncomfortable. 
Therefore, we see these workers as anonymous figures from the distance, as onlookers, just as the artist views them in 
his lens. Often, as spectators, we are not even privy to their faces because the figures are bent over and focused on 
the task at hand.    
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Come On, Let's Go, acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, inkjet photo, graphite, concrete,  11.5” x 16” x 2”, 2017 



A comparison can be made to Smooth, But They Call Me Criminal by Gonzalez with The Gleaners by Jean-François 
Millet (1857). The images in both of the paintings sympathize with the backbreaking work conducted by the figures 
presented, but in a way that beautifies and idealizes the workers. Millet was providing a social critique and painted a 
subject (labor) in a manner not typically held in such regard. He renders the destitute situation of the women— 
gathering scraps that would take hours of work to collect enough remnants for a meal—but Millet had done so in a way 
to make them aesthetically pleasing to look at as well. Neither artist depicts any wear or ragged clothing on the workers 
or bruises, cuts or sunburns on their skin, although the viewer gets a sense that their muscles would ache whether 
gleaning for wheat or smoothing freshly-poured concrete. Millet uses a rhythmic curving composition to find pleasing 
enhancements for such line of work, while Gonzalez embellishes his scene with color. 
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Smooth, Like A Criminal (front), acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, concrete, 6.5” x 10” x 2”, 2017       

Jean-François Millet

Gleaners, 1857 (RF 592)

Musée d'Orsay, Paris



Color and movement embody Raul Gonzalez and his art practice—both in his tangible disciplines and in his 
performance pieces. His corporal works include endurance and energetic methodologies that many times encapsulate 
the construction theme as well. For example, in his 2016 Show to Show, a 4.6-mile dance trek throughout downtown 
San Antonio as part of his performance series for the McNay Art Museum, the artist flaunted a reflective construction 
shirt and meandered through street-side construction barrels en route to the institution. There is a consistent fluidity 
present between Gonzalez’s performance art and his two-dimensional and three-dimensional works. 

Exuberant color and movement are as consistent in this new body of work as they are apparent in the artist’s entire 
oeuvre. His idiosyncratic use of funk and style are infused into images of his father’s profession with the use of 
unrestrained color and repetition. In Smooth, But They Call Me Criminal, this is observed with the hot-pink marbling 
peering out from the upper right corner and edges of the otherwise monochromatic and somber green painting. 
Panache qualities are also found in the work’s title, a tribute to Michael Jackson's 1988 hit, "Smooth Criminal." Jackson 
is a clear influence on Gonzalez as some of his performances echo altered versions of the pop star’s suave steps. 

In this work, Gonzalez’s title Smooth, But They Call Me Criminal is not just a fun 1980s pop reference, but it is also 
socially charged and politically timely. Gonzalez is pointing towards the current administration’s scapegoat rhetoric 
lashing at immigrants. Even though so many people migrate to the United States to find jobs and do not commit violent 
crimes, Donald Trump fueled his political campaign with hateful speech that criminalized immigrants of all resident 
statuses. Mexicans were one group especially targeted, as illustrated in Trump’s June 16, 2015 presidential campaign 
announcement speech in New York City where he connected Mexican immigration to rape and crime in the country.[i]  
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Smooth, Like A Criminal (back) 

acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

6.5” x 10” x 2” 

2017       



The field of construction work is strongly connected to immigrant labor in the state of Texas with many laborers coming 
from neighboring Mexico. Research from the American Immigration Council states: “Construction—one of the state’s 
largest and fastest growing industries—pulls nearly 40 percent of its workers from immigrants in the community.”[ii] 
Unauthorized immigrants in the workforce are forced to accept pay lower than the minimum wage and endure great 
exploitations. 
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Taking a Knee, acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, graphite, reflective tape, concrete, 12” x 8” x 2”, 2017        



The tasks can be physically straining and, in Texas, conducted in extreme temperatures where rules and regulations to 
protect the workers are not in place like they are in many other states in the nation. Heat-related deaths on the job are 
a grim fact in Texas, a state where people are still fighting for legislation that would require construction companies to 
give workers a short break every four hours and where employers are not even required to give workers meal breaks. 
[iii] David Michaels, former head of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), stated: “More 
construction workers in Texas die on the job than in any other state.”[iv] Texas is also the only state in the nation that 
does not require businesses to carry workers’ compensation insurance, coverage for on-the-job injuries.[v] Therefore, if 
a worker incurs an injury while working, medical sufferings and financial shortages are the sole problem of the worker, 
even though the injury occurred on the job. 

It is a dangerous line of work—and as Gonzalez points out, it is an occupation with little glory or gratitude: “No one 
walks up to these workers and says ‘thank you for the road’ or for the basic infrastructure that keeps the nation safe 
and mobile.”[vi] It is a thankless profession of hard work and tremendous risks steeped in the American Dream—each 
employee chasing the idea that every person can achieve a better life for themselves through determination and hard 
work.  

Raul’s paintings of immigrant workers echo the same sentiment and ideals found in the iconic photographs of the 
ironworkers that built the great American skyscrapers during New York City’s building boom. Using the construction of 
Rockefeller Center for example, which was being built in the 1930s, the workers would surely have been grateful to 
have a job due to the lack of work during America’s Great Depression. Many of these workers were said to have been 
immigrants of Italian origins, and others descendants of Irish origins who fled the Great Famine a generation prior.[vii] 
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Untitled (Roofer and Three Landscapes), acrylic, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, reflective tape, printmaking paper, 7.75” x 20”, 2017 



The nonchalant bravery captured in the photographic images such as the iconic Lunch Atop a Skyscraper, is what 
makes the image so awe-inspiring. And although this particular image is shot for a publicity promotion for the center, 
there are many others that were shot candid, and it nonetheless captures the workers’ comfort level in their 
environment. This sentiment is present in earlier works by Gonzalez as well, such as the sepia-toned painting The 
Golden Age of Construction, part of the artist’s M.F.A. exhibition WERK | In the Zone. In both paintings, these are not 
actors, they are the actual men who put their sweat and might into erecting the buildings. Since you could easily die in 
this profession, perhaps only someone in dire situations would even try such a dangerous line of work. Comparing the 
photographs of the ironworkers to Gonzalez’s paintings demonstrate that not much has changed in almost a century 
within the story of the immigrant worker; today, they are still anonymous workers without much recognition of their 
accomplishments, who undertake tremendous strain and risks to build the framework for America. 

Gonzalez’s new series of paintings immersed in the construction theme are relatively small-scaled paintings. Unlike the 
grandiose post office murals of the W.P.A. era, other art historical artworks that were federally funded and contained 
idealized scenes of work made to lift spirits during the Great Depression. These are rather small and intimate gems. 
Many are painted on fragments of concrete, which tie back to the homestead, because they were gathered from the 
artist’s own backyard during a home-improvement project. The artist forges the connections from his father’s profession 
to his while creating the precious from the mundane. 

Due to the physical demand and taxing nature of construction, Gonzalez’s children will surely have more exposure to 
their father and his line of work than the artist did to his father; although, Gonzalez did work a few summers alongside 
his father on construction sites. Gonzalez’s occupation and position as a stay-at-home dad leaves him plenty of 
nurturing opportunities for his girls. His paintings show Gonzalez’s eldest daughter making her own art beside him. This 
evolution of fatherhood found within the Gonzalez family was made possible by the determination of the artist’s father 
and his willingness to work in such a strenuous field. These vignettes explore the personal odyssey of the Gonzalez 
family, while echoing the story of many immigrant workers and the American Dream.  
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Alana J. Coates is a gallerist, educator, and an independent curator. Originally from New England, she has called Texas home for almost 
a decade now. After studying Art and Art History at the University of Rhode Island, and graduate coursework in Museum Studies at 
Harvard Extension School, Coates moved to Texas to successfully complete graduate studies in both Art History and Nonprofit 
Administration and Leadership at the University of Texas at San Antonio. Currently the Associate Director of Ruiz-Healy Art in San 
Antonio, she has held positions at a number of reputable organizations including Gallery Night Providence, Guadalupe Cultural Arts 
Center and the San Antonio Museum of Art.  
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The Golden Age of Construction, acrylic medium, gold pigment, plexi-glass, 45.5” x 48”, 2013 

photo by artist
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Roofers on the House 

Edition 16 of 25  

lithograph   

14” x 11” 

2017

Roofers on the House 

H.P.M. Edition, 3 of 5 

lithograph with colored pencil   

14” x 11” 

2017
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Building A Brick Wall, archival ballpoint pen, acrylic, reflective tape, 4” x 15”, 2017

Pavers, archival ballpoint pen, acrylic, reflective tape, 4” x 11”, 2017 
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Street Crew, archival ballpoint pen, acrylic, reflective tape, 4” x 20”, 2017 

Which Way To Work? (Merica), archival ballpoint pen, acrylic, reflective tape, 4” x 11”, 2017 
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On The Line, graphite, colored pencil, archival ballpoint pen, reflective tape, acrylic, gold, printmaking paper, classic linen cover paper, 12” x 18”, 2017 
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It’s the Road Crew, acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete, 6” x 7” x 2”, 2017 
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Paver, acrylic, house paint, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, concrete brick, 4” x 8” x 2”, 2017 

Down the Street, acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, graphite, concrete, 9" x 13" x 2", 2017 
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Street Scenes, Back to Back (diptych)

acrylic, house paint, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, reflective tape, concrete,

15" x 19" x 4", 5" x 7" x 2"

2017

above: front view

right: back view
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Lunch Break, acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete, 7” x 7” x 2”, 2017
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Push It, acrylic, house paint, inkjet photo, graphite, concrete, 9” x 12” x 2”, 2017 
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Valley and Rooftop (diptych) 

acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, 

graphite, reflective tape, concrete 

7" x 10" x 2", 6" x 7" x 2" 

2017
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WhataRoofer, acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete, 13.5" x 11" x 2", 2017
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Roller, acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete, 5.5" x 8" x 2", 2016 

Fresh Cut, acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, concrete, 7" x 13" x 2", 2017 
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Blowin’ in the Wind, acrylic, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, colored pencil, concrete, 5" x 8" x 2", 2017 

Lunch Break (Orange on the Inside) 

acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete 

4.5" x 4" x 2" 

2017 

Landscaper 

acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete 

6" x 6" x 2" 

2016 
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Street Closed 

acrylic, graphite, colored pencil, concrete 

7" X 6.5" X 2" 

2016 

Blue Collar 

acrylic, house paint, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

7" x 6" x 2" 

2016 

Fresh Oil, acrylic, house paint, inkjet photo, archival ballpoint pen, concrete, 6" x 14.5" x 2", 2017
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Ready To Go

acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, concrete

7" x 8" x 2"

2017

Construction Composition 4 (Blue and White)

acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete

2.5" x 4.5" x 2"

2017 

Truck Lights (Go That Way) 

acrylic, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

6.25" x 5" x 2" 

2016 
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County Jail 

acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

9" x 10.5" x 2" 

2017  

Construction Composition 3, acrylic, house paint, graphite, reflective tape, concrete, 5" x 9" x 2", 2017  
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Traffic Barrier 

acrylic, house paint, graphite, concrete 

4" x 4.5" x 2" 

2017

Go That Way 

acrylic, house paint, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

4" x 4" x 2" 

2017 

Barricades, acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, concrete, 2.5" x 5" x 2", 2017 
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Construction Composition 1 (It All Blends Together), acrylic, house paint, archival ballpoint pen, reflective tape, concrete, 9" x 11.5" x 2", 2017 

 

Little Wall 1 & 2, acrylic, house paint, graphite, reflective tape, concrete, left: 3” x 3.5” x 2”, right: 4” x 3.5” x 2”, 2017  
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[i] “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending you. They’re not sending you. They’re sending 
people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re 
rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.”  Donald Trump. “Full Text: Donald Trump Announces a Presidential Bid” The Washington 
Post, June 16, 2015. 
[ii] “Fact Sheet: Immigrants in Texas” American Immigration Council, August 17, 2017.  
[iii] Malewitz, Jim. “Senate panel considers requiring rest breaks for Texas construction workers” The Texas Tribune, April 11, 2017. 
[iv] Malewitz, Jim. “OSHA Chief: Accidents Reflect Lax Safety Culture”. The Texas Tribune, July 22, 2015. 
[v] ibid. 
[vi] Interview with the artist May 23, 2017. 
[vii] ÓCualáin, Seán, Men at Lunch (2012; New York) Documentary.  

Another Day, Another Wall Built, acrylic, graphite, Chinese marker, concrete, 11" x 9.5" X 2", 2017 

photo by artist  



by Gabriella Boschi Scott

Werk, Hustle, Sleep, Repeat.

"Exuberance is beauty."

William Blake

36

Since meeting Raul Gonzalez in graduate school years ago, I have been collecting his “Werk” stickers, sleek tongue-in- 
cheek incitements to creative work (with such slogans as “Werk Harder” and “Work Work Boom”) designed by 
Gonzalez and performatively distributed by the artist during class or to anyone visiting his studio. Mimicking traditional 
promotional and branding pitches, they advertise Gonzalez’s “werk” ethic, a hyperactive approach to creative 
production, work on steroids, so to speak, where ritual and embodiment, object-making and performance art, concur to
channel unrestrained jouissance and self-expression. 

A self-professed introvert, Gonzalez has consciously worked on making art that is by nature extroverted and 
exploratory, drawing inspiration from a multitude of themes and incorporating a variety of disciplines and styles in his 
work: drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking (having interned under Chicano printmaker Richard Duardo), 
performance and video. As a one-man “factory” and a skilled and dedicated draftsman, whose favorite tool is the 
humble ballpoint pen, Gonzalez creates, among other things, delicate, photorealistic figurative images based on 
photographs, thus patiently inverting the mechanical process through manual reproduction.  

Artist with Daughters In the Studio 

archival ballpoint pen, colored 

pencil, duct tape, acrylic, 

construction paper, cardboard 

9.5 x 15 

2017
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Conversely, he creates, in paint and colored 
duct tape on cardboard, intricately woven 
abstract designs in flaming colors. These works 
are constructed as wall coverings that surround 
and envelope entire rooms, such as his June 
2017 installation at Presa House Gallery in San 
Antonio, Texas, which became the site of one 
of the artist’s high-energy choreographies, but 
also a place to be experienced immersively by 
viewers. The bold, hard-edge geometric 
designs of these installations mimic the 
stroboscopic effect of lights on a dance floor in 
a nightclub. 

The dance performances grow directly from 
Gonzalez’s love of contemporary music and 
dance, involving a strong element of physical 
exertion. For example, one of the 
performances for his Artists Looking at Art 
event at the McNay Art Museum, titled Show to 
Show, featured a 4.6 mile dance-walk along his 
daily commute, highlighting the inextricability of 
his art from his personal narrative. The 
deployment of dance moves, a type of physical 
activity he regularly enjoys and depends upon 
to maintain fitness, precludes a reading of the 
performance as artifice in favor of a real event. 

She Builds A Tower While I Work In The Back, graphite, drawing paper, cardboard, duct 

tape, 10” x 13”, 2017

Trying To Make An Old House Feel New, acrylic, archival ballpoint pen, duct tape, 

cardboard, 9” x 15”, 2017 



In the last three years as a married father of two very young daughters, Raul Gonzalez has enthusiastically taken on 
the role of daytime caretaker of his children, gracefully balancing professional and domestic demands with great 
commitment and thoughtfulness (one might say that the energy demands of such a role, by themselves, qualify it as
endurance art).

38

Strength and Balance Day in the Studio with The Girls, acrylic, archival ballpoint pen, Prismacolor marker, canvas, 14.5” x 20”, 2017



This new impersonation has strongly influenced his work, generating imagery that sees family at the center of his 
artistic inspiration and concerns. Gonzalez’s images of himself juggling work, exercise, playtime, house chores, and 
babysitting, beyond being visually poetic, are chronicles of human interconnectedness, of the shifting roles of mothers 
and fathers in modern society, of new gender models, and new definitions of “work” and “play.” Multiple evolving and 
intersecting identities are explored and reformulated, in the awareness of the syncretic complexity required to express 
the issues and concerns of a former working class Latino American, now a middle class, highly educated culture 
worker, whose wife is from a different ethnic background.  

39

Werk Out Session In The Studio With The Girls, acrylic, archival ballpoint pen, graphite, colored pencil, duct tape, cardboard, 8.5” x 13”, 2017 
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Artist Showing Daughter How To Do Dishes (Mickey Fell), archival ballpoint pen, colored pencil, graphite, drawing paper, 17" x 14, 2017



A recent performance titled Taco, Texas, inspired by Andy Warhol’s Burger, New York, features Gonzalez eating 
Mexican food while holding his youngest daughter, who gingerly drums on the table with her arm and occasionally 
attempts to reach the food. Rather than simply paying homage to Warhol’s work, Gonzalez’s performance highlights 
how “popular,” “all-American” imagery and paradigms are in a constant state of flux, and how artists, in meeting the 
challenges of globalization, rearrange and manipulate codes and redefine what being American, “millennial” or simply a 
dweller of this planet means. 

A Houston native and the son of a construction worker, Gonzalez has attentively documented public works, laborers 
and their machines, side by side, as the un-self-conscious builders of the modern urban landscape. His imagery takes 
the form of finely descriptive depictions of these subjects, as in the Texas print series, where construction equipment is 
framed by the outline of the Texas state in high-visibility orange (which also happens to echo the Whataburger orange 
and graphics). 

41

Recently, Gonzalez started painting building site scenes in acrylic and graphite on reclaimed fragments of broken 
concrete pavers, successfully exploiting the symbolic correspondence between the material and the imagery. The 
theme continues in his appropriation of work-in-progress road signage, reflective vests, and safety gear materials,
employed in ready-made form but also incorporated in mixed media works and custom-created clothing used in the 
artist’s performances. The adoption of these rather humble and commonplace subjects and materials is not 
intentionally driven by socioeconomic ideology or identitarian positions (although working-class aesthetics always 
speak of the dynamics of wealth-building), but rather is an elegiac expression of the memory, place, community, 
personal, and collective space and sense of belonging that have colored the artist’s experience. 

WhataBreak (The Texas Series), acrylic, graphite, printmaking paper, 

32” x 39”, 2017

WhataBreak – Good To Drink (The Texas Series), acrylic, graphite, 

printmaking paper, 32” x 39”, 2017 
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Artist and Daughter, Working on a New Landscape, acrylic, graphite, ballpoint pen, concrete, 6" x 14" x 2", 2017

Yard Work Day 

acrylic, house paint, graphite, archival ballpoint pen, concrete 

5.5" x 5" x 2" 

2017 

Painter and Scaffold 

acrylic, graphite, concrete 

6” x 6” x 2” 

2017 



Gonzalez sees scaffolding and equipment and bodies at work not only as graphic compositions with great aesthetic 
appeal, but also as symbols of social cohesion. When he discusses people’s aggravation about Houston’s perennial 
state of urban remodeling, he reflects: “There is so much happening there…all these powerful stories…this is what 
Houston is, if there is one thing that can tie us all together, if there are places where everything comes together, they 
are the construction sites building the places that connect us.” This view of the collective becomes even more relevant 
following the recent series of cataclysmic events that have devastated U.S. and foreign coastal areas and that will 
necessitate the rebuilding of communities on the detritus of disaster. 

Raul Gonzalez’s production shuns political statements and culture jamming to explore a post-ethnic discourse in which 
idiosyncratic difference is a textural rather than thematic element. His strategic fusion of object-making and 
performance is delivered with kaleidoscopic exuberance and youthful energy: art as poiesis and praxis, craft and action 
in the world. 

Werk, hustle, sleep, repeat. 
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Born and raised in Italy, Gabriella Boschi Scott moved to Monterrey, Mexico and subsequently to San Antonio, TX. Following work as an 
international retail and marketing consultant, she earned a Master’s degree in Art History from the University of Texas at San Antonio 
(UTSA). Her research, lectures and curatorial work have focused on Latin American modern and contemporary art. She was curatorial 
assistant to Dr. Teresa Eckmann in a 2012 UTSA exhibition on Mexican printmaker José Guadalupe Posada and curated the UTSA 
exhibition on Mexican contemporary sculptor Jorge Yázpik in 2016. She is currently Adjunct Professor of Art History at the University of 
the Incarnate Word. 

Self Portrait (Stay at Home Professional)

graphite, archival ballpoint pen, acrylic, marker, printmaking paper

15" x 15"

2016  
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He's So H-Town, colored pencil, archival ballpoint pen, graphite, drawing paper, 14” x 17”, 2017
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Artist and Daughter Doing Laundry, acrylic, archival ballpoint pen, Prismacolor marker, canvas,  13.5” x 18”, 2017 
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Trying to Teach Good Habits 

Edition 4 of 15 

lithograph

10” x 14” 

2017 

Trying to Teach Good Habits (Collabo 

with June 

H.P.M. Edition 1 of 4 

lithograph, colored pencil, crayon 

10” x 14” 

2017 
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Another Day in the Studio with Daddy and The Girls, graphite, paper, 10” x 10”, 2017
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Feeding Time and Drawing Lessons with Daddy in the Studio, graphite, paper, 10” x 10”, 2017 
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Artist Working, Daughters Thinking (On the Studio Floor), graphite, Classic Columns vellum, 8.5” x 11”, 2017 



by Auriel May Garza

Doing Werk: Performance in the Art of Raul Gonzalez 

50

The unifying element of Raul Gonzalez’s ever-evolving performance practice has always been Gonzalez himself. For 
each of his performances, Gonzalez purposefully conditions, adorns, and presents his body in ways that both address 
his personal experiences and reveal the many facets of his identity. Through performance, the artist expresses himself 
as a multidimensional being and opens up his image to associations that challenge and redefine what his body is 
expected to do in space. This approach often leads to the challenging of stereotypes and cultural assumptions about, 
for instance, masculinity, working artists, stay-at-home parents, minorities, and migrant workers. What follows is an 
analysis of a selection of Gonzalez’s performances between the years 2013 and 2017 and their recurring themes, 
strategies, and successes. 

Gonzalez’s interest in performance crystallized while attending graduate school at the University of Texas at San 
Antonio (UTSA). It was at this time, in 2012-2014, that he began to deeply consider the role of the artist and how he 
might begin to define that role for himself. Most notably, Gonzalez studied times in history when artists were more 
commonly associated with a working class identity. Through performance, he hoped to reestablish this connection and 
draw attention to the physical and emotional labors entailed in becoming a successful working artist. 

In 2013, Gonzalez began a series of performances called 21s. Traditionally 21s is a workout technique in which one
completes seven repetitions of three different exercises in order to target and build strength in a particular muscle 
group. For his own 21s series, Gonzalez designed and recorded himself engaging in mock training exercises that were 
both physical and verbal in nature and presented the artist almost like a boxer in training or an emcee preparing for a 
rap battle. Drawing upon Gonzalez’s urban upbringing, the series envisioned a world where exercises in street swag 
and expressions of inflated confidence and aggressive masculinity might be learned and formally practiced in order to 
better achieve success in any field. 

right: Mom Would Have Been Proud, (Raul dances to The XX – On Hold (Jamie xx

Remix)), performance at grayDUCK Gallery, 2017 

photo by Brian Fitzsimmons
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In recordings, Gonzalez stares directly into 
the camera and repeatedly shouts bold and 
straightforward phrases like “Bitch!” and “All 
Day!” Expressed with varying degrees of 
confidence and aggression, these phrases 
lose and take on new meaning over the 
course of each performance, which lasts 
anywhere from about three to seven minutes. 
In variations, Gonzalez recruits another artist, 
and they aggressively shout these phrases 
back and forth at one another. Although 
monotonous in structure, through these 
exercises Gonzalez and his collaborators 
seem to have whole conversations with just 
one or two words. 

In another example, Gonzalez repeatedly 
bounces his shoulders up and down in a 
fashion commonly seen in rap videos and on 
hip-hop dance floors. In Howls, Moans, 
Groans, he repeatedly and aggressively 
grunts into the camera as though challenging 
an adversary or intimidating an attacker. In 
Beat the Bish Up, Gonzalez forcefully throws 
punches into the air until he is forced to take 
off his suit jacket and dress shirt to keep from 
overheating. 
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21s: Beat the Bish Up, video stills, 2013 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 7 min.



In these performances Gonzalez is both the instructor and student of his own regimen. By isolating these aggressive 
gestures in front of his audacious hand-painted backdrops without musical accompaniment or a visible audience, 
Gonzalez starkly reveals the emotional and physical labor, as well as the absurdity that is often entailed in maintaining 
a pumped up façade of confidence, which one only hopes will be convincing enough to drive success. Gonzalez wears 
a suit for many these performances. This also strategically conflates his street culture exercises with the American 
businessman and the act of going to work. The connection is both comical and intriguing in that it begs the question, is 
any hustle really that different from street hustle and isn’t a certain amount of faking it ‘til you make it inherent in 
achieving any measure of success? 
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All Day Bitch, video still, 2013 (collaboration with Jose Cardenas) 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 3 min. 



The following year, Gonzalez’s performances continued to test his athleticism and strength. In various costumes and 
settings, Gonzalez invited fellow artists to repeatedly push him down to the ground in a series of performances he 
called I Get Down, I Get Up. In one example, Gonzalez wears a suit jacket and a gold crown and is repeatedly thrown 
across a cement gallery floor in San Antonio’s Blue Star Contemporary Art Museum. Again, one of his paintings serves 
as a backdrop, this one geometric and abstract, and the song “I Just Can’t Wait to Be King” from the popular Disney 
film, The Lion King, plays in the background.  
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I Just Can’t Wait To Be King, video still from live performance at Blue Star Contemporary Art Museum, 2014 (collaboration with Jose Cardenas and Daryl Smith)  

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 7 min. 



In another iteration, this one set outdoors, Gonzalez wears a traffic cone as a less than ideal suit of armor and is 
repeatedly thrown into a pile of other traffic cones and mock street signs of his own design, which colorfully read the 
word “WORK” in a thick rounded font. In every instance, Gonzalez’s falls are loud and troubling for the viewer to watch. 
The effort it takes him to rise and fall again and again seems visibly exhausting. Although it may seem comical at first, 
the audience soon realizes the gravity of Gonzalez’s situation: that he is truly being pushed to the ground and that the 
artist is hardly protecting his body from injury. In every instance, Gonzalez was seriously bruised by his collaborator 
and in some cases developed scar tissue as a result of their collisions. 
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I Get Down, I Get Up, video still, 2014 (collaboration with Rafael Fernando Gutierrez Jr.) 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 10 min. 30 sec. 



Through this repeated gesture of falling and rising, Gonzalez was physically and symbolically commemorating 
struggles he had recently faced in both his personal and professional life. If he was to experience any amount of 
success as a working artist, Gonzalez realized he would have to graciously and confidently weather a certain degree of 
rejection and frustration. And he would have to do this while simultaneously withstanding the mounting responsibilities 
and trials of his personal life that also challenged his focus. 

In 2014, Gonzalez not only made great strides in his career, he also became a father and lost his mother to heart 
disease. For Gonzalez, I Get Down, I Get Up was a physical and emotionally cathartic exercise that drew attention to 
his ongoing fight to remain equally dedicated to his family and creative practice, despite all obstacles. In many 
instances, when Gonzalez gets up and re-approaches his adversary, you can see the flicker of renewed fearlessness, 
strength, and confidence in his eyes just before the next big blow. The performance is both disheartening and inspiring 
at once. 

Over the years, Gonzalez’s personal biography continued to influence his creative work, and at times, the artist turned 
to performance almost out of necessity. In 2011, he suffered a serious hand injury that greatly affected his ability to 
draw in the tight style he had grown expert and accustomed. Then in 2013, he re-aggravated the injury while 
undertaking a rigorous printmaking project at UTSA. Forced to find new ways to express his ideas, Gonzalez began 
creating work that was increasingly sculptural and abstract. Using materials like cardboard, duct tape, and acrylic paint, 
he made sculptures that collectively grew into larger and larger installations. Urges to interact with and record his 
movements in these environments lead to a renewed interest in performance and particularly dance as a medium.   
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All Gold Ere Thing 

mixed media installation with performance video 

Main Street Projects, Houston, TX 

2013 

photo by artist



In 2013, Gonzalez positioned himself against one of these sculptural and brightly colored environments and recorded 
himself dancing in a performance he called I Used to Want to Be on Soul Train. Gonzalez assembled the dance floor 
using cardboard panels and colorful tape he carefully laid in geometric designs. The backdrop also incorporated a 
sunburst arrangement of cut up traffic cones and a few of his recent “WORK” construction signs. For the performance, 
which lasted just over an hour, Gonzalez dressed in all black. He later described the performance as a “live painting” in 
which his body became “the line, the movement, the pattern, and the object within the painting.”  

Gonzalez had long been a good dancer, but I Used to Want to Be on Soul Train was the first time he considered 
incorporating this ability into his artwork. In many ways, the performance paid tribute to his earliest exposures to dance, 
which he credits to television shows like Soul Train and the classics of the dance movie genre, including Salsa, Purple 
Rain, Grease, Lambada, Foot Loose, Shag, Dirty Dancing, and Flashdance. Rented from a local video store and later 
bought on VHS, many of these films were played on repeat in his family's household. Gonzalez also spent a lot of time 
learning to dance from his family and later was inspired by music videos and pop stars like Michael and Janet Jackson.  
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I Used To Want To Be On Soul Train, installation at UTSA Graduate 

Sculpture Studio, 2013 

I Used To Want To Be On Soul Train, video still, 2013 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 60 min. 



In March of 2014, Gonzalez traveled to Berlin, Germany, for two weeks as part of his graduate studies at UTSA. There 
he completed a series of performances that once again brought his dancing skills to the forefront of his practice. Self 
Portrait - Express Yourself, This Is Who I Am also brought the artist’s “live painting” practice out of the studio and into 
the city streets. Gonzalez transformed a series of paintings he recently made from plastic tarp and duct tape into
portable dance floors and garments. Baring large geometric patterns in black, white, and gold, these elements greatly 
added to the energizing visual effect of Gonzalez’s performances all across Berlin. 
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Lose Yourself, photo of live dance performance in Berlin, 2014 



Gonzalez loaded these materials in a backpack and headed to several sites, including public squares, parks, and busy 
intersections. Though the locations were scouted in advance, each performance was spontaneously scheduled and 
technically unsanctioned by local authorities. At each site, the artist quickly set up shop and began dancing 
energetically in the open air to the song “Lose Yourself,” a surging high-energy dance track by the electronic music trio, 
Major Lazer; Colombian dance producer, Moska; and Jamaican dancehall duo, RDX. 
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Matching the frenetic energy of the song’s Afro-Caribbean and Latin-inspired beats, Gonzalez crouched low and moved 
in rapid steps that at different times seemed both choreographed and wildly untamed. Fluttering his paintings behind 
him like a cape, he appeared like a feral bird poised to take flight at any moment. Adding to the seemingly wild nature 
of his performance, Gonzalez also chose to cover his face with either sections of the tarp painting or a tribal looking 
mask he made from cardboard, colorful tape, and acrylic paint.  

Lose Yourself, video still of live dance performance in Berlin, 2014 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 3 min. 15 sec. 
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Engaging in a blend of hip-hop and tribal dances of both African and Mexican origin, Gonzalez’s multicultural and 
essentially non-European choreography, as well his attire, underscored his foreign status within the city. A stranger in a 
strange land, Gonzalez’s origins and purpose in Berlin seemed to unleash a new level of confidence and 
experimentation in his performances. At different points strangers and friends rebelliously danced alongside him.  

Lose Yourself, video still of live dance performance in Berlin, 2014 (accompanied by a model artist met while walking through streets) 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 3 min. 15 sec. 
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Self Portrait - Express Yourself, This Is Who I Am pushed the boundaries of Gonzalez’s live painting practice and led 
him to further consider how artists operate in space, not just in the studio, but out in the streets and in public. Gonzalez 
continued to explore these ideas in the summer of 2016, when he was invited to participate in the McNay Art Museum’s 
Artists Looking at Art (ALA) exhibition and lecture series. The opportunity typically includes a small two-month 
installation and a live discussion of a chosen artist’s work in the museum’s Chiego Lecture Hall. In addition to these 
elements, Gonzalez ambitiously proposed completing twelve performances in and around the museum to occur in 
tandem with his installation. 

Lose Yourself, photo of live dance performance in Berlin, 2014



Gonzalez titled his ALA performance series Portraits of a Working Artist. For one of the performances, he once again 
took his dancing skills out of the studio and into the streets. For Show to Show, Gonzalez danced all the way from
downtown San Antonio’s Radius Center to the front steps of the McNay Art Museum in the city’s Alamo Heights 
neighborhood. The staggering 4.6-mile trek followed Broadway Street and Austin Highway, two of the city’s main 
arteries of transportation and a route commonly traveled by the artist since 2015. 
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As a former long-distance runner, Gonzalez is no stranger to testing his body’s endurance in this way. For two hours in 
the stifling heat of mid-June in South Central Texas, Show to Show brought him in the path of pedestrians on 
sidewalks, in front of businesses, and at bus stops. Before gracing steps of the McNay, he danced across construction 
sites, public parks, and crowded intersections. Along the way, Gonzalez was honked at and cheered onward by a 
steady stream of bikers, drivers, and other onlookers.  

Show to Show: A 4.3 Mile Dance Trek, video still from live dance performance, 2016 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 2 hours. 
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At the time of the performance, the route also connected Gonzalez’s ALA exhibition at the McNay with another 
exhibition of his work, a two-man show concurrently on view at the Radius Center downtown. Gonzalez therefore 
described the performance as a metaphoric “portrait of an artist working in between shows.” He hoped that Show to 
Show would draw attention to the lesser-seen labors an artist performs between exhibitions, including the “many hours 
spent planning, thinking, destroying, rebuilding, laughing, and sulking.” 
  
Gonzalez’s attire for the performance seemed to align his artistic labor with that of a construction worker. He wore blue 
jeans speckled with oil paint and a fluorescent yellow jacket embellished with two shades of silvery reflective tape 
across the back, waste, and arms. Everyday in cities all across America, one encounters construction workers sporting 
similar colors while doing everything from digging ditches to laying concrete. In all honesty, we do not normally interact 
with these individuals other than to avoid hitting them in traffic, hence their brightly colored uniforms. To the average 
onlooker, witnessing Gonzalez rocking out to fresh beats on the sidewalk dressed as a quasi construction worker must 
have been a radical sight. Perhaps it was a vision so radical that it fundamentally shifted what one might expect 
construction workers’ or other bodies like Gonzalez’s to do in space.  

Show to Show: A 4.3 Mile Dance Trek, video still from live dance performance, 2016 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 2 hours 
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Gonzalez incorporated dance into many more of his ALA performances. After having been a father for two years, he 
framed his first ALA performance as a response to his growing concerns for the state of the world and society’s future. 
Thus the artist chose songs and choreography that best expressed his mixed feelings of sadness, fear, excitement, and
hopefulness. Performed in the lobby of the McNay, it began with two tracks by the electronic music group, SBTRKT, 
titled “Day 1” and “Wonder Where We Land.” Gonzalez’s movements were slow-building and emphatically graceful, 
drawing particular influence from ballet and modern dance. 

Gonzalez’s dramatic choreography suggested he was dancing through some sort of metaphoric struggle, uncertainty, 
pain, or grief. Then having danced through the roaming and emotional qualities of these tracks, Gonzalez danced out 
towards the crowd and transitioned to the more uplifting, fast-paced beats of “Willing and Able,” a powerful ballad 
declaring love and commitment by the electronic duo, Disclosure. With more energetic and hip-hop style 
choreography, Gonzalez’s movements suggested his renewed confidence, hopefulness, and elation.   

Untitled performance photo from Artists Looking at Art: Portraits of a Working Artist performance series at McNay Art Museum, 2016 

photo by Andrea Rampone
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For his third ALA performance, titled On the 
Regular, Gonzalez danced to Shamir’s fast-paced dance 
track of the same name in the McNay’s Frost Octagon 
gallery, positioned directly across from his installation. 
Baring a hefty beard, he once again donned the 
fluorescent yellow jacket he wore for Show to Show, 
along with his signature black pants and bright red 
dancing shoes. Matching Shamir’s playfully arrogant 
lyrics, Gonzalez’s dance was decidedly fearless and 
confident. His flamboyant pop and lock gestures drew 
upon both Latin and hip-hop influences and at times 
seemed intentionally devised to defy gender norms. 

Throughout the performance, Gonzalez vogues like 
Madonna and floats like Usher. He unapologetically 
swivels, shakes, and pops his hips and does not shy 
away from the kind of “talk to the hand” hand 
choreography more often associated with feminine 
expressions of defiant confidence and self-assurance. 
Watching him dance is both invigorating and inspiring. 
The audience pictures him at once on the runway and on
the dance floor. Moving in decisive steps toward and 
away from the camera, Gonzalez seems engaged in 
some sort of call to action or dancer’s march for 
freedom. His actions encourage audiences to follow his 
lead, strike poses, show emotion, and present 
themselves colorfully and exuberantly as the 
multidimensional human beings they are as well.   

On the Regular, video still from lArtists Looking at Art: Portraits of a Working 

Artist performance series at McNay Art Museum, 2016 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 3 min. 45 sec. 
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Many more of Gonzalez’s recent performances similarly destabilize viewer expectations of what his body is expected to 
do in space. As a dark-skinned Mexican male of average build, Gonzalez has often been the target of racial prejudice. 
Even in minority-majority cities like San Antonio and Houston, people have often treated him unfairly due to his 
appearance or crossed the street so as not to encounter him. 

Even now with two beautiful daughters in tow, Gonzalez is still the target of hushed whispers and sideways glances, 
and these situations are only exacerbated when he has a full beard. Out and about with his firstborn daughter, 
June, Gonzalez was once pointed at by a child and overheard a parent reassure the child that he was not dangerous 
and that his beard was “a good beard.” Knowing that his image would be a central element of his ALA 
performances, Gonzalez carefully calibrated his appearance and chose to sport a hefty beard for each one. 

Gonzalez intentionally offered up a version of himself, which he knew would prompt audiences to make assumptions 
and stereotype him in ways he was all too familiar with combating in his daily life. Over the past decade, growing a 
beard has become an increasingly popular and widely accepted fashion choice among males. But while most bearded 
males are perceived as distinguished, outdoorsy, or tough, in Gonzalez’s case, and in probably the case of many other 
dark-skinned males, it means being irrationally perceived as a threat, most notably as some sort of terrorist.     

The artist said: “The media has helped create this horrible stereotype and all it's done is make people uncomfortable. 
There are times when it seems like I need a damn U.S. flag painted on my beard so people know I'm not some sort of 
threat.” For his seventh ALA performance, Gonzalez decided to do just that. On a particularly patriotic Sunday, the eve 
of U.S. Independence Day, 2016, Gonzalez performed All American Beardo once again stationed in the McNay’s Frost 
Octagon gallery directly across from his installation.   

All American Beardo 

video still from Artists Looking at 

Art: Portraits of a Working Artist 

performance series at McNay Art 

Museum 

2016 

Digital video, color, sound, 

duration: 33 min. 
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Gonzalez sat cross-legged on the floor in front of a tall mirror and over the course of an hour he painted the American 
flag on his beard using thick acrylic paint. His attire was also very patriotic. He wore red pants (once again heavily 
speckled with paint) and a blue and white denim shirt, across the shoulders of which he had also hand-painted a series 
of small white stars. During the performance, Gonzalez received a lot of praise. He said: “People thought the act was 
very patriotic. As I sat there on the floor, I began to feel like a street performer asking for acceptance. A few people 
interacted with me, but most walked by and stared for a bit.” 

By painting the American flag on his beard, Gonzalez was directly confronting and attempting to contradict the irrational 
prejudices that too often surround his image. With Old Glory painted across his face, no one could accuse him of being 
an unpatriotic terrorist. His performance ultimately questioned what truly constitutes a patriotic act and why it is that, in 
such a vast cultural melting pot as America, his physical features might suggest a lack of patriotism. 

All American Beardo, like many of Gonzalez’s performances, opens up his image to new interpretations and presents 
the artist as a multidimensional being with many facets to his identity. By doing this, Gonzalez combats stereotypes and
preconceived notions regarding masculinity, working artists, and minorities. In more recent performances, he has 
addressed his experience as a stay-at-home father and how this particular aspect of his identity influences and informs 
his creative practice.  

All American Beardo 

photo from Artists Looking 

at Art: Portraits of a Working 

Artist performance series at 

McNay Art Museum

2016 

courtesy of artist
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In July of 2017, Gonzalez performed Taco, Texas at Plaza de Armas in San Antonio as part of the exhibition 
METADADA: High Art for the Populace. The performance was conceived as a re-approach to Andy Warhol Eats a 
Hamburger aka Burger, New York. Originally recorded as part of the 1981 film 66 Scenes from America by Jørgen 
Leth, Burger, New York features the Pop art icon plainly eating a Whopper from Burger King. 

The scene is striking for a number of reasons. First, it draws attention to the fact that the experience of eating a 
Whopper is available to just about anyone who enters the American fast-food chain restaurant with little more than a 
few dollars in their pocket, including celebrities like Andy Warhol. The Whopper’s broad accessibility and popularity is
also a consequence of the democratizing forces of both capitalism and mass consumerism. Given that Warhol’s own 
work also drew great influence from the world of commercial advertising and the culture of celebrity, his role in the film 
is especially fitting as well.   

In Taco, Texas, Gonzalez successfully eats a taco while holding his second daughter, Cecelia, who was then only eight 
months old. Seated at a large table facing the camera, Gonzalez carefully positions Cecelia atop his knee and steadies 
her in the crook of his left arm. With limited use of his left hand, he repeatedly lifts the taco to his mouth using his right. 
At times he must briefly engage both hands to do things like unwrap the taco, pour salsa, and dispose of garbage, all 
while securely holding his daughter in place.  

Taco, Texas, video still from live performance at METADADA: High Art for the Populace at Plaza de Armas, 2017 

Digital video, color, sound, duration: 4 min. 22 sec. 
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Cecelia is unquestionably adorable as she teeters on her dad's knee and busies herself throughout the performance. 
She playfully slaps the table with her chubby little hands, generating a loud bang each time she strikes. Pacifier in 
mouth and otherwise silent, Cecelia seems delighted by her baby drum taps and reaches out repeatedly to further 
participate in the goings on. At different points she briefly catches hold of Gonzalez’s napkin and foil wrapper, waving 
them triumphantly as though they were toys.   

The challenge of eating while holding a baby is hardly considered remarkable by most people. To my 
knowledge, Gonzalez is the first to identify the act as a subject worthy of contemporary art. However, Taco, Texas is 
striking in that it enables audiences to study and find meaning in Gonzalez’s seemingly unremarkable skills as a father. 
In the context of his other performances, one might argue that Taco, Texas presents yet another expressive dance, this 
one between daddy and daughter. 

In Taco, Texas, Gonzalez appears very skilled at monitoring Cecelia with ease and good humor as he attempts to feed 
himself. Yes, he eats a taco, but in the meantime he also keeps Cecelia gently engaged and protected. He helps her 
avoid spills, tantrums, and anything that might pose a choking hazard. Gonzalez’s performance gives us a small sense 
of his larger skills as a stay-at-home parent. By drawing this exercise into the realm of contemporary art, Gonzalez 
forces audiences to consider and acknowledge his role as a father and how it might further influence and inform his art. 

Visions and discussions of parenthood are commonly thought to exist beyond the realm of contemporary art. And 
whether we like it or not, even outside the art world, visions of proactive fatherhood without a mother’s oversight still 
seem inherently radical. Taco, Texas is particularly compelling for these reasons as well, for Gonzalez is at all times an 
artist, father, and husband. His goal is to be all of these things successfully and simultaneously with each role 
enhancing and informing the other. Ultimately his life is his practice and his practice is his life. 

As a parent, Gonzalez strives to be deeply conscientious of all he says and does around his children, believing that 
eventually they will mirror his actions and express themselves in similar ways. One might argue that Gonzalez’s hope 
of being a good role model to his children bares similarity to his goals as an artist, for he is equally conscientious of all 
he produces as an artist and deeply considers how the experience of his work might affect his audience. His work is 
about his own life and experiences, but it is also about what he wants to give back and put out into the world, what he 
wants to show and demonstrate, for the benefit of viewer.  
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Gonzalez eventually planned to completely immerse his 
audience in the space of his performances, to in a sense 
provide a platform through which they too might express 
themselves as multifaceted individuals through dance 
and creative expression. In June of 2017, as part of his 
exhibition Pure Energy at Presa House Gallery in San 
Antonio, Gonzalez created his first ever fully immersive 
and wholly participatory performance space. 

Stepping into Gonzalez’s Take Over the Dance Floor
installation was as much like stepping into a nightclub as 
it was like stepping into one of his paintings. He 
composed the space using large cardboard panels he 
decorated with colorful tape and acrylic paint. These were 
laboriously stacked high and low to envelope half of the 
gallery from floor to ceiling. Revealing a vibrant sea of 
geometric and organic patterns, the completed 
environment pulsated with an extraordinary energy and 
visual rhythm. 

Gonzalez incorporated many of his older paintings and 
sculptures into the space along with a disco strobe light 
and a carefully curated playlist sounding from nearby 
speakers to get his audience groovin’. As a 
gesamtkunstwerk or total artwork, Gonzalez’s installation 
and use of the space was very successful. Take Over the 
Dance Floor was truly an all-absorbing environment that 
fully transported audiences to a mental and physical 
space where they felt free to participate in Gonzalez’s 
radical series of operations. Fully incorporated into his 
live painting practice, guests to the installation openly 
engaged in creative self-expression through dance.    

Take Over the Dance Floor, installation photos, Presa House Gallery, 2017 

photos by artist
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The environment hosted many group dance parties and solo performances by the artist. Whereas his performances at 
the McNay varied in intensity and emotion, what seemed to emanate most from Gonzalez’s solo dances at Presa House 
was pure uplifting energy. For his solo dance to, for instance, “You Should Be Dancing” by the 70s pop disco group, the 
BeeGees, Gonzalez donned the yellow jacket from his Show to Show performance along with his signature black pants 
and red shoes. He fluidly danced towards and away from the camera accenting his steps with emphatic hand gestures 
that drew heavily upon popular disco movements. With added Latin and hip-hop styling, Gonzalez energetically 
crisscrossed the room strutting with confidence and luring audiences to dance alongside him. 

Take Over the Dance Floor, video still of dance performance at Presa House Gallery, 2017 

courtesy of Jenelle Esparza

Take Over the Dance Floor, video still of Dance

Party at Presa House Gallery, 2017
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As part of his most recent solo exhibition at grayDUCK Gallery in Austin, Texas, titled DOING WORK, Gonzalez 
planned yet another series of performances, including one in which he danced to British indie pop artist Jamie XX's "On 
Hold" remix. The performance titled Mom Would Have Been Proud was inspired by the artist’s childhood memories of 
his mother and her weekly ritual of spending Saturday mornings cleaning their family’s apartment while blasting her 
favorite music on the stereo. 

Gonzalez fondly remembers his mother happily replaying songs while he and his sisters helped her vacuum and dust 
their home. Set in the space of his exhibition, Gonzalez's performance begins with him carefully sweeping his colorful 
dance floor. His preparations nostalgically recall the way his mother once cared for his childhood home. As the music 
builds, Gonzalez takes a few steps in rhythm to the music, broom in hand, before setting it aside and becoming fully 
absorbed in the varying melodies of this powerful and uplifting track.  

Mom Would Have Been Proud, (Raul dances to The XX – On Hold (Jamie xx Remix)), performance at grayDUCK Gallery, 2017 

photo by Brian Fitzsimmons
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Gonzalez incorporates multiple dance styles 
into his performance, including salsa, voguing, 
breakdancing, and ballet. Although he returns 
to his more common hip-hop style gestures,
Gonzalez prominently incorporates a range of 
movements more clearly influenced by ballet 
and modern dance, which collectively 
emphasize the artist’s strength and balance. 
Most notably, Gonzalez engages in light and 
graceful footwork in which he interchangeably 
braces himself on his heels and toes. He also 
incorporates a variety of well-balanced twists, 
turns, and jubilant high kicks. 

As he has done for many past performances, 
Gonzalez carefully constructed his dance floor 
using cardboard, colorful tape, and acrylic 
paint. In the white space of the gallery, it 
appeared almost super charged, radiating a 
colorful and electric energy that seemed to 
propel the dancer upward in all his 
movements. Gonzalez wore his navy lightning 
bolt jacket with fluorescent appliqués, black 
pants, and red shoes. In the space of the 
gallery, the artist’s dark clothed figure became 
like a dramatic and continually shifting mark of 
gestural and figurative abstraction.   

Mom Would Have Been Proud, (Raul dances to The XX – On Hold (Jamie xx Remix)), 

performance at grayDUCK Gallery, 2017 

photo by Brian Fitzsimmons
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Towards the end of the song, Gonzalez reclaims the broom and pairs his final dance steps with a few sweeping 
motions. He then leans against the broom, allowing it to support his weight while he catches his breath. Sweat drips 
from his forehead and onto the dance floor. The steady drips take the place of the music’s fading beats; meanwhile 
tears begin to well up in the artist’s eyes. In the space of the performance, Gonzalez planned to simply let go and 
become fully vulnerable, showing the deep and challenging range of his emotions, especially with respect to the loss of 
his mother and his responsibilities as a father. 

Gonzalez's performances embody both a narrative and emotional expression that cannot easily be captured in his 
drawings and paintings. Through performance, Gonzalez expresses himself as a multidimensional being with diverse 
emotions and experiences. With great intention, he conditions, adorns, and presents his body in ways that open up his 
image to new associations that challenge and redefine what audiences expect his body to do in space. More broadly, 
his performances challenge stereotypes and reframe society’s ideas about masculinity, working artists, stay-at-home 
parents, and minorities. 

Ultimately Gonzalez hopes that his willingness to confidently express himself inspires others to do the same; that they 
too will feel compelled to live freely, openly, and creatively as multifaceted human beings as well. Observing him from 
the sidelines, it is hard not to feel inspired by the artist’s boundless energy, openness, and willingness to give his 
audiences, his family, and his practice his all. With Gonzalez's help, maybe the world his daughters grow up in will 
become just a little bit brighter and freer, a little more fearless and hardworking, and a lot less prejudiced and
rhythmically challenged.   

Auriel May Garza is an art historian and museum educator currently based in Fort Worth, Texas. She has a BFA with an emphasis in art 
history, theory, and criticism from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and a MA in art history from Texas Christian University, where 
she wrote her thesis, "Setting the Stage: Theater Gates through the Lens of Performance." Recently appointed Educational Resources 
Coordinator at the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth, Auriel has also previously worked for museums, galleries, and cultural nonprofits in 
Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Miami Beach, and San Antonio, including the Art Institute of Chicago; the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; the 
Dallas Museum of Art; the Bass Museum of Art in Miami Beach; and the McNay Art Museum in San Antonio. She is a co-author of the 
publications Dallas Museum of Art: A Guide to the Collection and Telling Tales: Contemporary Narrative Photography. Her work has also 
been published in PATRON magazine, FD magazine, and the Dallas Morning News.
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Born and raised in inner-city Houston, Raul Gonzalez explores topics such as work, fatherhood, construction, labor, the 
working class, identity, and abstraction through versatile methods of painting, drawing, printmaking, printmaking, 
performance, and dance. Now living in San Antonio with his wife and two daughters, Gonzalez spends his days as a 
stay-at-home father to two young girls. 

Gonzalez’s interest in art started at a young age. Initially self-taught, he took his first drawing class in high school at the 
age of 15. At the age 18, Gonzalez won his first two art awards: First Place in for Black/White Drawing (Senior Division) 
in a Houston Independent School District art contest; and a 1999 Congressional Art Competition for a graphite drawing. 

His early artistic influences came via cartoons, Disney movies, t-shirt graphics, video games, Lowrider Arte magazine, 
graffiti, comic books, and movie posters. During high school, he became interested in architecture, engineering, and 
advertising, but was ultimately always interested in pursuing a career as an artist. Immediately following graduation 
from high school in 1999, Gonzalez attended Washington University in St. Louis for two years. During that time, he 
switched from drawing with graphite to using ballpoint pen. 

After returning to Houston, Gonzalez spent much of his 20s working two or three jobs at a time in positions such as 
warehouse support, store clerk, store manager, delivery driver, pool contractor, copy technician, and mail specialist. It 
was during this time that returned to college part time until he was able to complete his B.F.A. from the University of 
Houston in 2010. 

Upon graduation, Gonzalez joined a Houston-based multicultural artist collective, The Montrose Art Society. From 2010 
to 2012 he was an active member of the group, regularly exhibiting and curating art shows throughout Houston. It was 
during this two-year stretch that Gonzalez developed his professional art business skills through workshops and 
mentorships with artists and local organizations. He uses these learned skills to teach younger artists how to develop 
their own professional practices. 

Since completing his Master of Fine Arts in Painting from the University of Texas at San Antonio in 2014, Gonzalez’s 
work has been exhibited regionally and nationally. His work has been included in more than two dozen group 
exhibitions, including shows in Texas, Michigan, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and California. He has had numerous solo 
exhibitions throughout Texas and a solo show at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. His work is included in private 
collections throughout the United States and in public collections such as the McNay Art Museum (San Antonio, TX), 
the National Museum of Mexican Art (Chicago, IL), Mexic-Arte Museum (Austin, TX), Capital One Financial Services
(Plano, TX), University Health System Hospital Del Rio Tower (San Antonio,TX), the University of Texas at San 
Antonio, and the City of San Antonio. 
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TBA. Revenant Gallery. San Antonio, TX. (April) 
All About That Work. Forum 6 Contemporary. Houston, TX.   
Raul Eats a Burger. MetaDATA: Pop Art for the Populace. Plaza de Armes. San Antonio, TX. 
Pure Energy. Presa House Gallery. San Antonio, TX. 
Can You Feel That?. Miami University. Oxford, OH. 
Doing Work. grayDuck Gallery. Austin, TX. (November 4 – December 3) 
Doing Werk. Freight Gallery. San Antonio, TX (December 9 – January 31)   
Werds & Places. Carver Branch Library. San Antonio, TX. 
Artists Looking At Art: Portraits of a Working Artist. McNay Art Museum. San Antonio, TX. (included 11 
performances throughout the two-month exhibition) 
This Is What It Feels Like. Radius Center. San Antonio, TX. (two-person) 
TEXAS. Freight Gallery. San Antonio, TX.  
Dulce. Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center Theater Gallery. San Antonio, TX. 
Life, Death, and Other Stories. 3rd Space Gallery. San Antonio, TX.  
Undetermined Matter. grayDUCK Gallery. Austin, TX. (two-person)
M.F.A. Thesis Exhibition | WERK | In the Zone. Terminal 136. San Antonio, TX.  
Consider All Things. Main Street Projects. Houston, TX. (two-Person) 
Sweet Memories. Casa De La Cultura. Del Rio, TX. 
Farewell Show. Jack Meier Gallery. Houston, TX. 
Neighborhoods. MKT Bar. Houston, TX. 
Inside a City. Galeria de la Rosa, Artes de la Rosa. Fort Worth, TX.  
Music in the City. Houston Community College Southwest Gallery. Houston, TX. 
A Collection of Work: Past to Present. Caroline Collective. Houston, TX.  

Selected Solo Exhibitions, Two-Person Exhibitions, and Performances

L

2018 

2017 

2016 

2015 

2014 

2013 
2012 

2011

Common Currents. 300 Year ~ 300 Artists. Artpace. San Antonio, TX. (January 18 - March 4) 
Against the Grain: Curated by Feral Editions. Bolivar Art Gallery. Lexington, KY 
Build Hope, Not Walls. Big Medium. Austin, TX (curated by Nick Ramos) 
Schist. Artpace Studio B. (curated by Nicholas Frank). San Antonio, TX. 
Diverse Views. Trebla Art Gallery. San Antonio, TX 
Crossing Borders: An Immigrant Art Project. Living Arts of Tulsa. Tulsa, OK. 
Three Decades Plus: Printmaking at the University of Texas at San Antonio. UTSA Main Gallery. San Antonio, 
TX. 
6th Chicana/o Biennial. MACLA (Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino Americana). San Jose, CA. 2016 Artist 
Lab Exhibition, Raul Gonzalez: Work These Days. Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center. San Antonio, TX. 
SATX | MX: Un Viaje Lleno De Cultural. Centro De Artes. San Antonio, TX. 
How To Play Guitar. 337 Project Space. Grand Rapids, MI. 

Selected Group Exhibitions

2018 
2017 

2016
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Debt Fair. Art League Houston. Houston, TX. 
Texas Artists Exhibit. Beeville Art Museum. Beeville, TX. 
Parallels. Hello Studio. San Antonio, TX. 
Texas Size Breach. TAMU Educational & Cultural Arts Center. San Antonio, TX. 
Selections from the Changarrito Permanent Collection. Mexic-Arte Museum. Austin, TX. 
CAM Perennial: Move Me. Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center. San Antonio, TX. (curator: Amy Mackie, co-director 
of PARSE  
Practice. French & Michigan Gallery. San Antonio, TX. 
What’s In Store. UNIT at Sonja Roesch Gallery. Houston, TX. 
Emerging Printmaking Exhibition. Studio Two Three. Richmond, VA. 
Breish – Gonzalez – Toro. University of Texas at San Antonio Downtown Art Gallery. San Antonio, TX. 
CAM Perennial Exhibition 2014. Untitled (Public Display). Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center. San Antonio, TX. 
(curator: Christie Blizard) 
30th Annual UTSA Student Art Exhibition. University of Texas at San Antonio Main Gallery. San Antonio, TX. 
New Sculpture. Lakeview Northeast College. San Antonio, TX. 
Slap and Tickle. Blue Star Contemporary Art Museum. San Antonio, TX. 
Arte Latino Now. Queens University of Charlotte. Charlotte, NC. 
26th Annual McNeese Works on Paper Exhibition. McNeese University. Lake Charles, LA. (curator: Claudia 
Schmuckli) 
Hello World. The Service Station. Los Angeles, CA. 
Young Latino Artists 18: Con/Juntos. Mexic-Arte Museum. Austin, TX. 
What's in Store. UNIT at Sonja Roesch Gallery. Houston, TX. 
Texas Artists Exhibition. Beeville Art Museum. Beeville, TX. 
New Texas Talent XX. Craighead Green Gallery. Dallas, TX. 
The Menil/Fiesta Project. Inman Gallery. Houston, TX. 
New Art/Art Nuevo: San Antonio 2012. University of Texas at San Antonio Main Art Gallery. San Antonio, TX. 
Public Art San Antonio Temporary Exhibits. City Hall and Municipal Plaza. San Antonio, TX.  
The LA Art Show | Modern & Contemporary. Los Angeles, CA. 
Gambol - Juried Group Member Exhibition. Art League Houston. Houston, TX. 
Hispanic Heritage Art Exhibition. Houston Community College NE Northline Art Gallery. Houston, TX. 
Emerging Artist Exhibition. Jack Meier Gallery. Houston, TX. 
BRWN PLNT - That Which is Undone. Talento Bilingue de Houston. Houston, TX. 
Hispanic Heritage Art Show. Houston Community College NE Northline Art Gallery. Houston, TX. 
The Big Show. Lawndale Art Center. Houston, TX. (curator: Paul Middendorf) 
3rd Annual Juried Student Art Exhibit. William R. Jenkins Architecture and Art Library. Houston, TX. 
School of Art Annual Student Exhibition. Blaffer Gallery. Houston, TX. 
Annual Juried Exhibition. Live Oak Art Center. Columbus, TX. (curator: Gus Kopriva) 
The Big Show. Lawndale Art Center. Houston, TX. (curator: Aram Moshayedi) 
Houston Independent School District Art Competition Exhibition. Houston, TX. 
Congressional Art Competition, 18th District, TX. Washington, DC.   

L

2015 

2014 

2013 

2012 

2011 

2010 

2009 
2008 
1999 
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Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art Residency Program. 
Artist Lab Fellowship Program. Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center. San Antonio, TX. 
"Changarrito" Artist-in-Residence. Mexic-Arte Museum. Austin, TX. 
Modern Multiples - Printmaking Residency. Los Angeles, CA.  

Residencies

2018 
2016 
2013 
2012

Collections

McNay Art Museum (San Antonio, TX), National Museum of Mexican Art (Chicago, IL), Mexic-Arte Museum (Austin, 
TX), The University of Texas at San Antonio, Capital One Financial Services (Plano, TX), University Health System Del 
Rio Tower (San Antonio, TX), Arte de la Rosa (Fort Worth, TX), Queens University of Charlotte (Charlotte, NC), and the 
City of San Antonio. 
Private Collections: Texas, Arizona, Colorado, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Washington, Kentucky, California, Virginia 

Artist Talk, Miami University – Oxford, OH. 
Artist Talk, McNay Art Museum – San Antonio, TX. 

Lectures

2017 
2016

NALAC Fund for the Arts (NFA): San Antonio Artist/Ensemble 2016 Grant 
Surdna Foundation Grant Recipient 
Dave Bown Projects - 10th Semiannual Competition (Curators: Claire C. Carter, Carmen Hermo, Anna 
Stothart) Award of Excellence (Unrestricted monetary award). 
Hunting Art Prize Finalist 
Hunting Art Prize Finalist 
Houston Marathon Finisher 
1st Place Black/White Drawing - Houston Independent School District Art Competition 
Congressional Art Competition Winner, 18th District, TX  

Awards and Achievements

2017 
2016 
2015 

2014 
2013 
2005 
1999
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Three The Hard Way. Clamp Light Studios. San Antonio, TX. 
Reflective | Texas Artist Connection Series. Carver Community Cultural Center. San Antonio, TX. 
To and Fro | Texas Artist Connection Series. Carver Community Cultural Center. San Antonio, TX. 
Some Sort of History. Frost Tower Plaza Club. San Antonio, TX. 
Things That Make You Go Hmmm. UTSA Satellite Space. San Antonio, TX. 
The Candy Shop: A Sweet & Spicy Experience. Fresh Arts Gallery. Houston, TX.  

Curatorial Work

2016 
2015 

2014 
2013 
2010

M.F.A. Painting, University of Texas at San Antonio 
B.F.A. Painting (Magna Cum Laude), University of Houston 
General Studies, North Harris College 
Studio Art, Washington University in St. Louis 

Education

2012 - 2014 
2007 - 2010 
2004 - 2007 
1999 - 2001




